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“AI” sensors linked to UAV systems.
Complete situation awareness. 

Patents pending



Smartdec uses small, battery-powered intelligent wireless sensors 
to monitor the environment and take a pictures of possible threats.  

The sensors in the Detector register movement, humidity, temper-
ature. A date and time stamp is added to all data feeds.

The system functions 24/7 but activates from sleep mode only 
when movement is detected or when devices send routine checks.
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“The Smartdec Shield is easy to install and relocate. 
It gives virtual eyes in remote areas on a 24/7 
basis.”

Kalev Sarapu, Major
Estonian Police and Border Guard 
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The whole situation awareness system is equipped with an an-
ti-theft functionality. Damage to one unit will not shut down 
the whole system. 

If a Bridge is damaged - Detectors store data locally for later 
retrieval.
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COMMAND CENTER

Smartdec Shield is a situation awareness system for use in remote areas. Smartdec Shield consists of 4 parts: Mobile Command 
Center with mobile towers, Detectors, Bridge and UAV platform. Smartdec gives you virtual eyes to easily monitor and protect 
land border, coastal area and remote locations.



The Command center collects and stores information from the Bridges and the Detectors. The Command center has user interface 
for alarm management. Alarms can be displayed either as an alarm flow or on a map.

The Command center software resides in a server that easily integrates with legacy systems. The Command center software is 
available in clients’ native language.
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C4I WITH MACHINE LEARNING

C4I WITH MACHINE LEARNING

UNMANNED FLYING SYSTEMS

KX-4 LE (Long Endurance) is a heavy-lift multirotor with 
multiple payload options. It is a perfect tool for surveil-
lance, rescue and law enforcement missions.

Purpose: Enhanced Situational Awareness for Police, 
Guard & Rescue Services, First Responders.

Mini-UAV that brings tactical UAV capabilities down to 
mini UAV level. 

EOS is a hand-launched and parachute-recovered electric 
mini UAV designed to deliver stable and clear imagery. 
EOS brings tactical UAV capabilities down to mini UAV 
level. Proudly tested and used in NATO ISAF and KFOR 
operations.

The Detector is an autonomous battery-powered wireless 
device. It takes pictures of threats and sends alarms to 
the Bridge. The Detector includes a patented detection 
algorithm to analyze the threat.

All battery powered devices  come with  a battery charger.

DETECTOR
The Bridge is an autonomous 
communication device 
equipped with a battery, a 
Long Range Radio (GSM/CDMA 
or 869/915Mhz) module and a 
Short Range Radio (2,4 GHz) 
module.
 
The Bridge forwards alarm  
information to the Command 
center. Multi-hop networking 
provides greater flexibility of 
installation patterns based on 
the use case.

BRIDGE



BORDER SURVEILLANCE
The electronic borderguard is designed for green border areas 
such as hot spots in forests.  It is also well-suited for mountain-
ous and desert areas. The wireless  and long-lasting battery-
powered system  tracks intruders and movements along 
border roads and footpaths. Rapid installation and reloca-
tion make it possible to respond efficiently to changing 
operational conditions and to apply the system in high 
speed operations. The system aids border police inter-
ested in reducing smuggling, and increasing tax revenue,  
capture human smugglers, detecting border trespassers, and 
controlling immigration.

Smartdec is an ideal border guard solution for detecting 
intruders in border areas far away from border checkpoints 
and stations.

DEFENSE FORCES
The Smartdec system can be used to gather informa-
tion from sites that need to be monitored remotely and 
it can assess threats from a distance.  Smartdec makes 
it possible to gather data more effectively, more rapidly, 
and from farther distances—and it does all this without 
putting lives in danger.

The Smartdec defense system makes reconnaissance and intel-
ligence in an open terrain scenario more effective and as a result 
reduces risks and saves lives.

 » Radio-based

 » AI-powered

 » Wide area coverage

 » Battery-powered

 » Quick and easy relocation

 » Automatic mesh network

 » Small cameras easy to camouflage

 » Encrypted communications

 » UAV-integrated

 » No nuisance alarms

SMARTDEC SYSTEM REDUCES MANPOWER, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION COSTS.

SMARTDEC SHIELD BENEFITS:
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The Eli Drone Nest has been developed to provide a new dimension of autono-
my to the already mature ELIX-XL multirotor platform. An installed drone nest 
provides an operational radius of 5km and a network of drone nests can deliver 
visual information from a vast area of land. 

The drone nests are linked to a central command and control center where 
they can be integrated with other forward looking sensors and early warning 
systems. After returning from a mission the drone automatically lands on 
the nest and is then moved into place for an automated battery change. This 
means the drone can be operational again within a few minutes after landing.

ELI DRONE NEST

Transportable camouflaged mobile tower, up to 25m/80ft available as part of Smartdec Shield 
and is integrated with Detectors, Command Center software and UAV missions.

Mobile Tower is equipped with solar panel or generator and is weatherproof.

Mobile Tower has EO/IR camera and ground radar for detecting vehicles 15km and humans 
8km. Laser rangefinder is up to 8km. Customized requirements are available on request.

Mobile command center is portable, equipped with electricity 
(solar or generator or batteries), AC, up to 2 seats with com-
puters and radio link to Detectors and radio link to HQ.

Easily relocatable with small truck and rapid installation in 
desired location. Camouflaged and weatherproof special 
container is mobile command center.

MOBILE SURVEILLANCE TOWER &
COMMAND CENTER 

The main advantage of the gimbal is that it has two IR sensors, that allow to 
zoom in and display high quality images. It has superb destabilization algo-
rithms, features such as video-lock and scene steering and many additional 
options. The sensor imagery is very stable and clear even with the maximum 
zoom, in standard configuration 30x for the EO and IR cameras are equipped 
with 25mm and 60 mm lenses.

Gimbal has gyro-stabilized imagery; geo-positioning; geo-lock and video   
tracking; moving object detection and tracking; ethernet; CAN; multicast video 
and STANAG  4609 compliant metadata.

MULTISENSOR CAMERA
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